
 
 
 

 
 
Greetings from Beyondlife! 
 
Once again we are at the same juncture where most of us are confused whether to sell equities, buy some more, stop sips and start later, 
redeem now and buy lower. 
 
The truth is that this is what markets want, they want us to panic and sell so they can buy once the panic selling happens and a strong bottom 
is created in the equity markets. 
 
My advice is please stay put and don't let the newspapers and media channels make you panic as the Indian story is going to play out. The 
500 million plus youth will spend on vada pavs, fine dinning, cell phones, internet, cinemas, watches, travel, jewellery etc. 
 
They will consume and they will fall sick and will need medicines and doctors as well. Whichever government comes, it will not matter as 
the momentum is strong. 
 
The rupee may fall or rise from here and markets and people will adjust to the same. They will not consume expensive imported goods and 
focus on domestic goods which in turn will lead to lower imports and lower dollar demand... The point is markets will adjust to the new 
reality and our sip accounts would have accumulated units at lower levels by default and show handsome returns by the time others realize 
what is happening. 
 
We have to be prepared for some downside from here and time correction too! So please cut the noise and stay invested and don't even think 
of stopping sips at these levels. 
 
The real estate market in mumbai is looking extremely overpriced and rental yields are at less than 2 percent. I am also finding a bit of a 
frenzy kicking in where individuals are booking flats as if they are left behind and it’s the only place to make money. 
 
Usually this happens a lot when markets are topping out and I do believe that is the case in Mumbai. 
 
There are great debt options for fixed income. One can invest in income funds where one can expect 9 percent plus returns on a tax free basis 
from here on. 
 
There are tax free bonds listed on the exchanges which are offering guaranteed 8 percent tax free returns for 10 and 15 years. The liquidity is 
fairly good also. 
 
For short term management liquid funds are currently yielding 7 percent tax free returns. 
 
Lic has launched a new product called jeevan ankur especially for kid’s education and marriage planning with huge cover on the parents. I 
think if kid’s education is an area of concern then one should look at it. 
 
More in our next note ! 
 
Regards, 
Ravi Jethani 


